In the applications of the theory of Riemann matrices to algebraic geometry and arithmetic it is necessary to emphasize the rings of complex multiplications in preference to the rational algebra associated to a given Riemann matrix. In recent years A. A. Albert completed and amplified the algebraic theory of Riemann matrices that was inaugurated by G. Scorza, S. Lefschetz, and others. 1 We shall construct in this note the fields of abelian functions of genus n whose multiplication rings contain a given order of a totally real field of absolute degree n. For the proof we shall compare two types of Riemann matrices defined by S. Lefschetz and O. Blumenthal. 2 Applying equivalences to these Riemann matrices we find suitable matrices which show explicitly how a permissible ring of complex multiplications can be realized.
Let k~R(a) be a totally real field of degree n. ist infinitely many numbers f = f
(1) =i8i 1) form the basis of an ideal b = b<*> of ife. 4 The Riemann matrix defined by Blumenthal 5 can then be written in the form (02) By the general theory of Riemann matrices the algebra 21(02) has a representation by 2nX2n matrices in i?. 9 Hence each element of 21 (02) is the root of an equation of degree 2n over R. Since 31(02) 3& there are multiplications satisfying an irreducible equation of degree n. The algebra 2l(£2 2 ) certainly cannot contain a real multiplication satisfying an irreducible equation of degree 2n for the roots of the characteristic equation must be double in case they are real.
10
Since Q 2 admits a "general projectivity" «Gi the general characteristic equation cannot be the product of relative prime factors.
11 Hence the algebra 31(02) cannot be semi-simple, that is, the direct sum of at least two simple rational algebras. Consequently Ü 2 must be isomorphic to a matrix diag (co, • • • , co). The number of diagonal elements can at most be equal to two for otherwise the field k would have a rational representation of degree less than n. In case that the algebra 31(^2) would be the algebra of square matrices over k. Then 31(02) would contain all quadratic extensions over k, in particular a totally real extension of degree 2n over R. This is impossible as was observed at the beginning of the proof. Thus there remains only3K0 2 )^Jfe(/x 1/2 ),M«0. In order to realize k as the multiplication algebra of a Riemann matrix (real case) we let f be equal to the absolute value of the discriminant 12 S 2 , select r ; i = l, i=l, • • • , n, and take for T#, 7 = 1, • • •, n, a set of transcendental numbers with positive imaginary parts. In case 31(02)=^ (imaginary case) let ryi = l, j = l, • • • , n % and r J -2 =+(iu^) 1 / 2 = M^, /x«0 in k. Then 02= Q2GO has the form
TVT ( Now let OE 2 (M) be a Riemann matrix admitting K = k(M) for its algebra of multiplications. We suppose that 0 2 (M) is given as in the proof of Lemma 2. Then the first row of Ö 2 (M) is a basis of K over R. Let (coi, • • • , o) 2n) be a basis of the given order O in K. Then there exists a regular rational matrix 5 so that fl 2 (ju) S has (coi, • • • , co 2 «) for its first row. Again Skip)S is isomorphic to 0 2 (/x) and admits exactly O for its ring of multiplications, that is, <£Q 2 (ju)S= 12 2 (ju)S||jFty|| gives rise to a non-integral matrix ||<F*i|| in case $£2?, $(££).
COROLLARY. In both the real and imaginary case there exist fields of abelian functions A of genus n which have models whose rings of multiplications can be prescribed.
For the proof we refer to the construction of the fields A for a given matrix of periods.
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